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Fun fact! Trade Commissioner of Canada dealing with Agriculture 
and Processed Foods in relation with Nepal is Mr. Ryan Kuffner  
 http://tradecommissioner.gc.ca/trade-commissioner-delegue-commercial/contact.aspx?tcid=603837&lang=eng 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nepal is located on the continent of Asia, between India and China. There are 10,557 km separating Canada and Nepal. This results in very prominent differences between the two countries that impact their agricultural practices including climate, terrain, labour and technology.



Nepal’s Diversity 

• The Earth’s highest mountain Mount Everest is 
located in Nepal 

• Nepal Is The Birthplace Of Lord Gautam Buddha 
• Earthquakes occur frequently in Nepal 
• Nepal is the only country with a non-rectangular 

flag 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nepal is a unique country with an extremely rich culture. It has Over 80 Ethnic Groups and 123 Languages are spoken in Nepal. Its diversity draws many tourists from across the world.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nepal mainly exports carpets, textile, tea and plastic. Its main export partners include India, the US, Bangladesh and Germany. Nepal mainly imports fuel, apparel, gold, iron and steel, machinery and equipment. 



Tourism! 

Hotel Manaslu, Lazimpat Nepal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately 800,000 people visit Nepal each year. This tourism brings the opportunity for Nepal to sell products that cater to these consumers while promoting goods that can be grown locally.



Coffee! 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a country with deep poverty and political instability, coffee is one of the few industries beyond tourism that are thriving.Nepalese farmers are attracted to coffee as it was more profitable and less challenging to grow than traditional crops such as maize and millet."Neither heavy rain or dry weather make any difference to coffee plants, but cause problems for maize and millet."



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One advantage for Nepal, still a minor player in the global coffee market but one with big ambitions, is the very hills that make farming so many other crops so hard.Nepal's coffee is regarded as speciality coffee in the international market due to the climate and typography,. More than 60% of Nepalese coffee is exported to South Korea, Japan, the UK, the US and other Asian and European countries. Coffee consumption is estimated to grow globally by 3% over the next decade, as it has done over the past 10 years.Globalisation and rising incomes, combined with marketing drives, have propelled coffee drinking in countries such as China and India where coffee is not part of traditional cultures. Conveniently these countries are neighbours of Nepal



Did you know? 

• 8880 million kg of coffee was produced 
globally in 2015 

• Two thirds of adult Canadians enjoy at least 
one cup of coffee a day with the average at 
3.2 cups/day 

• 38% of Canadians own a single cup system vs. 
27% Americans 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More Canadians (38%*) own a single cup system than Americans (27%*)



Single Cup? 



Out with the Old & in with the New 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The company's flagship products, Keurig K-Cup brewing systems, are designed to brew a single cup of coffee, tea, hot chocolate, or other hot beverage perfect every single time. The grounds are in a single-serve coffee container, called a "K-Cup" pod, consisting of a plastic cup, aluminum lid, and filter. Creating only one cup of beverage rather than a whole pot.



But are they really? 

Best  Specialty Blend Best Accessories Best Brewer 



Keurig® K-Cups®are made with four different 
layers of specialized plastic and topped with 
plastic foil, making them virtually un-recyclable 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When John Sylvan invented K-Cups in 1997, he knew they'd turn a profit. What he didn't anticipate was that 15 years later, a coffee pod machine would be sitting on the counters of an estimated 75 million American homes and Keurig Green Mountain would go on to sell more than 30 billion packs of the disposable coffee pods.Disposable is the keyword there. To withstand the brewing process, coffee pods are made with four different layers of specialized plastic and topped with plastic foil, making them virtually un-recyclable and not biodegradable.



The amount of K-Cups that have been 
trashed in landfills could wrap around 

the planet 13 times! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These k-cups are filling up landfills across the world at an alarming rate. To date, the amount of K-Cups that have been trashed in landfills could wrap around the planet 13 times!



What is the Solution? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is the solution? (swipe away k-cups)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
PῧrPod100™ is a product that can strengthen Nepal and Canada’s agricultural ties, while also beginning to reduce the negative environmental impact humans are making on the planet. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Canadian compostable coffee pod is 100% compostable. It is manufactured in Ontario and parts of it were even developed here at the University of Guelph.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In typical municipal curbside composting services for food and organic waste, PURPOD100™:�• Can break down in as little as 5 weeks in well-managed municipal composting processes -- Like most food waste �• Soil quality and plant health impacts that meet or exceed certification standardsRead up top



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pod’s mesh and solid rings which are arguably the most important part of the pod as the provide support and are compatible with keurig machines are manufactured by Club Coffee in Toronto from blend of coffee chaff, bio-plastics and resin. The resin is produced in Leamington by the company Competitive Green Technologies and this Bio-composite resin chemistry was developed at University of Guelph”



PῧrPod100™ has its own patent and is a trademark of Club 
Coffee Company, Inc. located Etobicoke, ON used under license 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“PῧrPod100™ has its own patent and is a trademark of Club Coffee Company, Inc. located Etobicoke, ON used under license



Why single serve? 

Single serve coffee uses an exact serving of fresh coffee in a controlled process 
leading to minimal coffee wastage. 
 

Consumers are more likely to prepare more drip brewed coffee than they need. 
Whatever we pour down the drain wastes all of the energy, water and 
resources it took to produce that coffee. 

Bulk brewing systems typically use a hot plate to keep the coffee warm and use 
more energy than single serve systems. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Single serve coffee uses an exact serving of fresh coffee in a controlled process leading to minimal coffee wastage.Consumers are more likely to prepare more drip brewed coffee than they need. Whatever we pour down the drain wastes all of the energy, water and resources it took to produce that coffee.Bulk brewing systems typically use a hot plate to keep the coffee warm and use more energy than single serve systems.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Club Coffee is a rapidly growing custom roasting and processing establishment. “Club Coffee Company, Inc, has more than 500 custom label products, employs 220 Canadians and 40% of their coffee sales are in the United States” (Club Coffee, 2015).“The lids, rings and mesh filter are put together to from the pod, which is 100% compostable after about five weeks. A specific amount of coffee is measured out, put into each pod and sealed via a highly automated process



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The coffee beans used in PῧrPod100™ are typically grown between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn “Countries like Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Vietnam, Nepal and Indonesia have the geographical and climate conditions that are appropriate for large scale coffee growing.However, maybe someday there could be the potential to create a trade agreement between Nepal to cater their expanding coffee exports.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
PῧrPod100™ is a product that when used to replace conventional k-cups can make a dramatic positive impact on the environment. “Generally the hot coffee grounds, the filter, the lids and the plastic in every pod have to be separated. Even after that process most recycling facilities do not accept small items like single serve pods and they end up in landfills. PῧrPod100™ are 100% compostable and would replace millions of conventional single serving cups that are filling landfills across the globe. 



Why is this important for Nepal? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nepal has a need for this product because over the past six years there has been turmoil in the country surrounding waste management. A catastrophic amount of garbage is produced creating harsh environments for this who live near their heavily used land fills.KATHMANDU Locals often obstruct waste disposal entrances at Okharpauwa and Sisdol dumping sites. They are concerned about losing their farm land, are distrupted by the heavy traffic flow and liquids from the waste leak from the vehicles and this has made many locals ill.  This has resulted in a demanded halt to disposal activity.This past april, Locals of Okharpauwa have threatened to stop garbage trucks if their demands remain unaddressed by May 30.If the garbage disposal is halted, more than 300 tons of solid waste a day can accumulate into heaps on capital city roads. Of the total of 450 tons of trash produced in KMC alone, the metropolis is able to collect 300 tons. The private sector collects around 100 tons. Some 80 garbage trucks reach the dumping site through the same route every day.



The future! 

• Single serve juice, soup oatmeal 
 

• Pave the way for sustainable thinking and 
create other compostable packaging. 
 

• Replace disposable cutlery, shopping bags 
maybe even diapers with compostable 
counterparts. 



Logistics 

• 800 000 annual tourists, 83% of adults drink 
coffee = 664 000 pods to ship 

• 664 000 pods, 0.015kg 
 

• 66pods = ~1kg 



$127.76/ 66 pods = $1.90 in shipping, PῧrPod100™ costs  $0.015 to produce + price of coffee 



Peace 
Convenience 
Environment 
Farming 
Trade 
 



Conclusion 
• The PῧrPod100™ is the same price to produce as 

conventional K-Cups®. It is non-perishable allowing for 
shipment around the world to places that consume a lot 
of coffee.  

• Not only would exporting to Nepal create jobs for 
Canadians, but it could improve the Nepal economy by 
solving waste management issues, creating better living 
conditions and farm land for locals while promoting a 
product that can be grown locally. It could generate 
additional income when selling this product to tourists 
and consumers in a less wasteful fashion.  

• The PῧrPod100™ is an exceptional product that will 
greatly improve the future of the planet, create jobs and 
reduce waste across the world! 
 



Looking for More information? 

 
 
 

• http://purpod100.com/ 
• http://club-coffee.myshopify.com/pages/compostable 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boOWIGX6FPc&feature=youtu.be 
• http://www.pac.ca/assets/pac0680-full-lca.pdf 
• http://saknepal.org/sak-resources/ 



http://www.visitnepal.com/hotels/hotel_association_nepal.php 
http://www.hotelassociationnepal.org.np/ 
http://www.coffeedetective.com/is-the-plastic-used-in-keurig-kcups-safe.html 
https://u.osu.edu/geogproject/step-five-consumption/ 
http://www.himalayanjava.com/nepali-coffee-industry/ 
http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=16753#.WClIQC0rLIU 
http://www.worldcoffeepress.com/coffee-consumption-rising-nepal/ 
http://purpod100.com/blog/2016/11/10/club-coffee-honoured-2016-csr-supplier-
year-loblaw/ 
http://purpod100.com/research-who-supports/# 
http://www.teacoffee.gov.np/en/detail.php?section=coffee&nav_id=13&nav_name=
history-of-coffee-in-nepal 
 http://tradecommissioner.gc.ca/trade-commissioner-delegue-
commercial/contact.aspx?tcid=603837&lang=eng 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourism_in_Nepal 
http://www.ico.org/monthly_coffee_trade_stats.asp 
http://www.coffeeassoc.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Coffee-in-Canada-Fact-
Sheet.pdf 
http://environment.org.np/2013/05/16/garbage-disposal-dispute-is-back/#more-388 

Resources used include: 

http://www.visitnepal.com/hotels/hotel_association_nepal.php
http://www.visitnepal.com/hotels/hotel_association_nepal.php
http://www.hotelassociationnepal.org.np/
http://www.coffeedetective.com/is-the-plastic-used-in-keurig-kcups-safe.html
https://u.osu.edu/geogproject/step-five-consumption/
http://www.himalayanjava.com/nepali-coffee-industry/
http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=16753
http://www.worldcoffeepress.com/coffee-consumption-rising-nepal/
http://purpod100.com/blog/2016/11/10/club-coffee-honoured-2016-csr-supplier-year-loblaw/
http://purpod100.com/blog/2016/11/10/club-coffee-honoured-2016-csr-supplier-year-loblaw/
http://purpod100.com/research-who-supports/
http://www.teacoffee.gov.np/en/detail.php?section=coffee&nav_id=13&nav_name=history-of-coffee-in-nepal
http://www.teacoffee.gov.np/en/detail.php?section=coffee&nav_id=13&nav_name=history-of-coffee-in-nepal
http://tradecommissioner.gc.ca/trade-commissioner-delegue-commercial/contact.aspx?tcid=603837&lang=eng
http://tradecommissioner.gc.ca/trade-commissioner-delegue-commercial/contact.aspx?tcid=603837&lang=eng
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourism_in_Nepal
http://www.ico.org/monthly_coffee_trade_stats.asp
http://www.coffeeassoc.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Coffee-in-Canada-Fact-Sheet.pdf
http://www.coffeeassoc.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Coffee-in-Canada-Fact-Sheet.pdf
http://environment.org.np/2013/05/16/garbage-disposal-dispute-is-back/
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